WHOLE SCHOOL CURRICULUM PLAN
School information and data
Total enrolments



673

Year levels



Years 7 – 12



% males: 53.6%



% females: 46.4%



% Indigenous students: 7.8%



% students with disabilities: 4.9%



% EALD students: 63.5%





% Out-of-Home Care students: 1%





Number of teaching staff: 63



Student information

Staff information

Number of non-teaching staff: 54

Systemic priorities - Every Student Succeeding State School Strategy 2019 – 2023
The priorities are:
1.

Improve academic achievement for all students

2.

Lift the performance of our top students

3.

Improve reading and writing for all students

4.

Improve Year 12 certification rates

5.

Close the gap for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students

6.

Improve the participation and achievement of students with disability

7.

Implement the new Queensland Certificate of Education system

8.

Enhance the learning opportunities of rural and remote students and staff

9.

Create global citizens of the future

School-based priorities - SSHS Annual Improvement Plan 2020
Quality Teaching and Learning
- Curriculum alignment (General Capabilities and
- Consistent pedagogical practice

21st

Century Skills)

Collaborative Learning Culture

Know our Students

- Intentional collaboration to improve student outcomes

- Responsive data practices informing targeted teaching and learning

- Whole school community well-being and partnerships

- Seamless Transitions

Our Vision & Expectations
Our Vision: Sunnybank State High School is a dynamic, future-focused learning community, committed to empowering our students to succeed. We are a high achieving and vibrant school, rich in tradition with an
outstanding reputation for success. Our motto, "Many ways to excellence" reflects our commitment to quality education by ensuring that every child is improving and achieving.

Respect

Responsibility

Readiness

As a school community, we lay strong foundations that shape our students as proud ambassadors. Our values of respect, responsibility and readiness are the pillars that unite us and guide our behaviours and actions. We
hold high expectations and enact high standards to ensure we can achieve our personal best. Our school values critical thinking, collaboration, connectedness, character and creativity

Pedagogical Framework
Sunnybank SHS uses The Art and Science of Teaching (ASOT) as the pedagogical framework for teaching and learning in our classrooms. The ASOT framework is designed to enhance the pedagogical skills of teachers
through self-reflection and coaching. Evidence-based research underpins professional practice and informs decisions about teaching and learning. The procedures, practices and strategies for teaching, differentiating,
monitoring, assessing, moderating reflect Sunnybank SHS values and support student improvement. These include;







Student centred planning
High expectations
Alignment of curriculum, assessment and pedagogy
Evidence based decision making
Targeted and scaffolded instruction
Safe, supportive, inclusive and connected learning environment
Teaching & Learning

Pedagogy focus:
 ASOT Design Questions
 Putting Faces on the Data
(Sharratt/Fullan model)
 Teaching expertise to support pedagogy
focus:
Teachers learn best when they:
 can concentrate on instruction and student
outcomes in the context of their own
teaching
 have sustained opportunities to study,
experiment and receive helpful feedback
on specific innovations.
 collaborate with peers both within and
outside the school to gain further expertise.
 influence over the substance and process
of professional learning
 access Teaching & Learning HOD
Catering for all learners:
 Differentiation through data analysis (Class
Dashboard)
 Allocation of Teacher Aides for in-class
support
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Staff Capacity
School leaders:
 Building Capability Plan for Leadership
Team (Admin + HODs)
 Monitor outcomes (Faculty/class)
 Academic Reviews
 Teamwork within faculties, focussing on
support, pedagogy and professional practice
 Improving professional skills through
Mentoring/Observation program,
evaluation practices, support and sharing
processes and coaching.
 Beginning Teacher Mentors
Teaching Staff
 ASOT strategies unpacked for all teaching
staff
 Academic case management - monitor/track
outcomes
 I4S funding – to support teacher
release for curriculum collaboration
 Using Data-Dashboard OneSchool
 PLTs - sharing best practice (crosscurricular and Faculty)
 Engagement in senior curriculum review
 Classroom Profiling
 Open classrooms – peer observation
 Learning Lounge – professional development
opportunities around whole school priorities
 Building staff capability around data literacy

Resource Management
Human resources:
 Building Capacity
 Implementation of PLTs
 Additional Deputy Principal to allow DPs to
more effectively drive strategic portfolios
 Master Teacher allocation
 Teaching & Learning HOD to drive quality
teaching
 Audit of allocation of Teacher Aide resources
to maximise student learning outcomes
Financial resources:
 Faculty Improvement Plans
 I4S Funding allocation
Physical resources:

Community Engagement
Parent engagement:
 Inform through Newsletters, information nights
emails and reporting
 Text Message System
 Graduation
 Facebook
 Website
 Parent-Teacher interviews
 Awards Nights
Parents’ and Citizens’ Association:
 Monthly reports from the Principal
 HOD/Admin representation at each P&C
meeting and support events
Community links:
 Local Chaplaincy Consultative Committee
 Attend Community Meetings
 Links with a range of community organisations:
Headspace, CYMHS
 Attend and participate in community events
ANZAC Day March,
 Partner primary schools
 Professional Networks (P/DP/HOD/QSPA)
 Industry Links
 Tertiary links- TAFE,UQ, QUT,ACU
 Professional and Regional support
 Support services for EALD learners via
dedicated EALD unit with links to external
agencies e.g. QPASST

Junior School STEM Program

EAL/D Learners

Sunnybank State High School offers programs across
the full range of the academic spectrum. The Junior
school enterprise, Science, Technology, Engineering,
Mathematics (STEM) specialist program offers
students who are talented in these areas an
opportunity to be engaged and extended.

Our Intensive English Language Centre and
International Student Program support students from
non-English speaking backgrounds. Bi-lingual teacher
aides are also employed by the school to assist in
developing partnerships with parents and the
community. Sunnybank State High School uses a
whole school approach to support student learning to
provide differentiated support. EAL/D students have
opportunities to demonstrate the full extent and depth
of their learning against the relevant learning area
and/or subject achievement standards. Decisions are
made about the ongoing level of support, based on
EAL/D students’ levels of English language
proficiency, and in relation to the school context.

The program seeks to develop in students an
entrepreneurial approach and teach them to be
innovators who can lead the future by harnessing
technology to develop solutions to the problems of the
day. Topics of study include coding, robotics,
multimedia and app development.
The course seeks to approach core subjects through
links with technology, utilising technological
applications to explain and connect core concepts.

Teachers analyse Bandscales data, in conjunction
with classroom data, to identify the specific languagelearning needs of their EAL/D students. EAL/D
students need specific teaching approaches to build a
language foundation for successful classroom
learning.

Curriculum Provision to Students with Disability
Sunnybank State High School has an inclusive
practices policy for students with disability (SWD)
underpinned by the belief that every student has an
equal right to learn alongside their peers.
Students are given multiple opportunities to
demonstrate their learning against the same
Australian Curriculum achievement standards as their
peers in a robust and authentic manner. Individual
needs are catered for through provision of focussed
and intensive learning episodes within their classes.
For a small number of students who cannot access
the year appropriate curriculum, an Individual
Curriculum Plan or intervention program may be put
in place.
Students are supported through their learning journey
by specialised teachers and support staff who work
with students and subject teachers to ensure all
curriculum, legislative and policy requirements are
adhered to.

In each learning area and/or subject, summative
assessment provides opportunities for students to
demonstrate their learning against all aspects of the
relevant achievement standard. This may require
special provisions in the conditions of assessment.
Special provisions in the conditions of assessment
reflect differentiation, or adjustments, made to the
ways the curriculum is delivered.

Positive Behaviour for Learning
Positive Behaviour for Learning is an evidencebased whole school process to improve learning
outcomes for all students. PBL provides a
framework for the school and its community to
collectively support the wellbeing of every student
at Sunnybank State High School.
At Sunnybank State High School, PBL is a is team
driven process, using a problem solving approach
(data, systems and practices) that engages
students, parents and all school staff. PBL
establishes positive social expectations for all in the
school community and addresses the diverse
academic and social needs of every student to
support them to be successful.
Year Co-ordinators and Administration members met
fortnightly to discuss year level data and allocate case
management and intervention.
Student Services staff including the Guidance
Officers, School Based Youth Health Nurse, Chaplain,
School Based Police Officer, AVT Behaviour support,
Cultural Liaison Workers and Youth Support Coordinators meet on a weekly basis to discuss and plan
strategies for students identified as requiring
intervention. When appropriate, referrals are made to
outside agencies for intensive support

Differentiated Curriculum & Learning Support
At Sunnybank SHS, a whole school approach directs support to different levels of student need.
Three layers provide a continuum of support with increasingly focused and personalised teaching and intervention at each successive layer — including increasing levels of adjustments, monitoring of student learning and
behaviour, and involvement of support staff.

Teachers identify the appropriate layer of support through analysis of student data and ongoing monitoring of student progress

NAPLAN data is available for future enrolments in OneSchool and is used to identify and prepare for students at risk of failing to meet National Minimum Standard. NAPLAN data for students enrolling from schools outside
of Education Queensland is collected during the enrolment interview where possible.
 At the commencement of the school year, all Year 7 students undertake PAT-M and PAT-R testing through which provides further data that can be used to validate/identify students needing support.
 Referral – HOSES and Student Services can accept referrals for literacy or numeracy support from both staff and families. Decisions regarding literacy and/or numeracy support are made at regular line management
meetings using NAPLAN, PAT, subject achievement and anecdotal forms of evidence.
Literacy Support - Focussed Literacy Intervention (FLI)
Focussed Literacy Intervention is an alternative Language program offered to year 7 and 8 students with identified literacy needs as determined through diagnostic and systemic data. The program is aligned to the Australian
Curriculum Literacy General Capability and aimed at developing the knowledge, skills and dispositions needed to interpret and use language confidently. With a focus on comprehending and composing texts, students
participate in targeted learning activities and programs including ‘Words their Way’ and ‘Corrective Reading’. Through these programs and activities, students are provided with the opportunity to develop reading,
comprehension, vocabulary, grammar and spelling skills to enhance engagement across all curriculum areas.
Numeracy Support
Additional intensive mathematics classes are offered for Indigenous students and maths tutoring is provided during lunch times for any students who wish to access this program.

Curriculum Structure for Systemic Delivery
The curriculum at Sunnybank State High School follows the recommendations of the Department of Education and Training (DETE) P-12 Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Framework and in 2018 delivers the
Australian Curriculum in English, Mathematics, Science and History/Geography to Years 7 -10, the Queensland Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Framework (QCARF) in other Key Learning Areas (KLAs) and the
Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA) Syllabi in Years 11 and 12.
The P–12 Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Framework specifies the requirements for each Queensland state school for delivering the curriculum for P-12 with the aim of delivering quality curriculum which optimises
learning for all students from P- 12. The framework is based on the assumption that every student can learn and that responding to the particular learning needs of students is central to teaching. To best serve
students, our school curriculum aims to be:






Connected to both higher learning and pathways into the world of work in order to cater to the learning needs of our diverse student population
Clearly understood and communicated to staff and students
Consistent with national and state standards and expectations
Challenging regardless of ability level
Built on high expectations for all students

A seamless, connected curriculum is at the core of our curriculum as students enter or transition Sunnybank SHS from multiple entry points e.g. EALD/Milperra, local feeder primary schools, local high schools. The
Sunnybank SHS Whole School Curriculum Plan reflects these priorities by providing a mandated core of learnings alongside programs that open new opportunities for students, nurture high level specialist skills, support
students with a range of abilities and provide pathways both to university, further learning and the workplace

Curriculum and Assessment Planning Review Process
A whole school approach ensures a cohesive response to diverse learning needs and consistent practice in a culture of ongoing improvement which sets high
expectations, monitors student progress with school-wide analysis and discussion of student achievement data, and supports student learning with quality
teaching focused on improving the achievement of every student.
A whole school approach to curriculum provision, using a continuum of support, caters for the learning needs of all students.
Teachers forefront assessment in curriculum planning and use the Australian Curriculum achievement standards, QCAA syllabi and VET requirements to align
curriculum, pedagogy, assessment and reporting; and use moderation to ensure comparability and validity of reported results.
Intended Curriculum

Enacted Curriculum

Planning considerations;

Operationalisation of intended curriculum;

- Review intended curriculum from appropriate
documents from ACARA and QCAA

- Unit plans developed, assessment aligned to
standards and descriptors

- Achievement standards or descriptors

- Differentiate teaching so every student’s learning
needs are met in ways appropriate to their age, the
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Implemented Curriculum

Assessed and Achieved Curriculum

Evidence based Teaching and learning strategies
and sequence includes;

- Quality assurance and moderation of student work
to ensure comparable and consistent teacher
judgement. These processes help develop a
shared understanding of the qualities of student
work described in the achievement standards

- Elevating deliberate practice and gradual release
of responsibility

- Sequence, pre-requisites and priorities

context in which they are learning and nature of the
curriculum
- Assessment is embedded into the teaching and
learning process and exemplars developed to
ensure alignment between curriculum intent,
achievement standards and what is being assessed

- Responses to diverse learning needs, data and
adapting to student needs
- Literacy and numeracy demands are explicitly
taught within learning areas and subjects
- Art and Science of Teaching strategies, General
Capabilities and 21st Century Skills
- Multiple opportunities for students to learn
concepts, practise skills and apply to other
contexts with increasing autonomy

- Teachers make standards-based judgements
about the quality of work submitted and, provide
feedback relating to standards and criteria.
- Feedback is provided on formative and summative
tasks to assist student learning.
- Students reflect upon the feedback provided and
set learning goals

- Students have opportunities to demonstrate the
achievement standards or standard descriptors
Reflection
Unit planning, teaching and learning strategies, data and assessment are reflected upon throughout the process to ensure continuous improvement


How are your students doing in their learning?



How do you know?



What are you doing to improve their learning?



How do you know it’s working?

Assessment
The purpose of assessment is to promote, assist and inform teaching and learning, improve student outcomes, and to provide data that can be communicated to a range of people about the progress and achievements of
individual students or groups of students.
At Sunnybank assessment is:


a planned and ongoing process of gathering data about students’ academic progress



reflected through the use of a range and balance of assessment tools and tasks appropriate to the students’ programs



used as an integral tool for planning, teaching, learning and reporting



clearly and explicitly elaborated with students so they are aware of how they are being assessed, the expectations of the assessments and how they can best demonstrate the goals of the assessment



moderated to ensure alignment and consistency of judgement



aligned and accountable to reflect curriculum intent (ACARA achievement standards, QCAA syllabus and VET requirements)



both formative and summative

Reporting
Formal written reporting takes place three times per year at end of Terms 1, 2 and 4. All Reports are generated using the OneSchool Reporting Framework. Reports are emailed to parents.
Reports provide information for the reporting period regarding students:


Achievement



Effort



Behaviour



Homework



Attendance

An A to E scale with accompanying descriptors is used for achievement, with the exception of VET certificate subjects where:


CA

Competency Achieved



WTC

Working towards competency



CNA

Competency Not Achieved

OR

Is used to report on each student’s progress towards attaining the relevant certificate
Achievement Descriptors (codes)
A

Evidence in a student’s work typically demonstrates a very high level of knowledge and understanding of concepts, facts and procedures, and application of processes.

B

Evidence in a student’s work typically demonstrates a high level of knowledge and understanding of concepts, facts and procedures, and application of processes.

C

Evidence in a student’s work typically demonstrates a sound level of knowledge and understanding of concepts, facts and procedures, and application of processes.

D

Evidence in a student’s work typically demonstrates a limited level of knowledge and understanding of concepts, facts and procedures, and application of processes.

E

Evidence in a student’s work typically demonstrates a very limited knowledge and understanding of concepts, facts and procedures, and application of processes

Effort and Behaviour Descriptors (codes)


EX - Excellent



VG - Very Good



S - Satisfactory



NA - Needs Attention



U – Unacceptable

Standards for Reporting
Rating

Standard Descriptors

EX

Student completes and excels at tasks with a view in mind to achieve personal excellence. Student sets, achieves and excels at personal goals.

VG

Student completes tasks with a view in mind to achieve a result that is above the average. They set and achieve goals at above average standards.

S
NA
U

Student completes task with a view in mind to achieve a satisfactory result. Sometimes they are dependent on the teacher to set goals in order to maintain previous, acceptable performance levels.
Student will complete set tasks with the minimum, token effort with a view in mind to satisfy basic expectations acceptable to others. Student does not set personal goals and disregards their previous
performance levels.
Student chooses not to complete set tasks satisfactorily and/or by set time/date. This refusal prompts negative consequences from Teacher/Head of department/Administration Team.

Parent-Teacher interviews
These interviews are scheduled at the start of Term 2 following Interim Reports and at the start of Semester 2 following Semester 1 Reports. Teachers will nominate ‘Parent interview requested’ for all students who have
achieved less than a ‘C’ for academic achievement or when effort/behaviour have been reported as ‘Needs attention ‘ or ‘Unacceptable’.
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Recognising and Celebrating Success
Sunnybank Rewards Program
Sunnybank offers a rewards program for students who consistently perform above the average. Student results are considered at the end of each semester to determine those who have achieved As, Bs and no more than
two Cs. Recognition of this achievement is in the form of certificates, assemblies and excursions to locations where extension work can be undertaken such as the universities or places where further practical applications of
programs are explored such as outdoor education challenges.


Teachers are encouraged to record positive behaviour for students in OneSchool and to send a school postcards home acknowledging success or improvement



Gold, Silver and Bronze certificates are awarded on Year Level Assemblies, Whole School Assembly and at Awards Night for positive behaviour

Annual Awards Night
There are also a number of Special Awards announced on the night that recognise student leadership, citizenship and school spirit

Australian Curriculum Subject Offerings Years 7 – 10
Core Subjects

Year 7

English

Mathematics

Science

3 periods

4 periods

3 periods

Health and Physical
Education

Humanities

Languages –
Japanese OR
FLI

3 periods

The Arts – Drama,
Media, Music, Visual
Arts

Technologies – Graphics,
Industrial Design, Food and
Fibre, Digital Technologies,
STEM

3 periods (1 Sem)

3 periods (1 Sem)

Arts – Drama, Media,
Music, Visual Arts

Technology – Graphics and
Industrial Design, Food and
Fibre, Digital Technologies,
STEM

3 periods (1 Sem)
3 periods (1 Sem)
Core Subjects

Year 8

English

Mathematics

Science

Humanities

3 periods

3 periods

3 periods

3 periods

Health and Physical
Education

Languages –
Japanese, Chinese
OR
FLI

3 periods (1 Sem)

3 periods (1 Sem)

3 periods (1 Sem)
Core Subjects

Year 9

3 periods (1 Sem)
Elective Subjects

English

Mathematics

Science

History

3 periods

3 periods

3 periods

3 periods
(1 Sem)

Health and Physical
Education
3 Periods
(1 Sem)

LOTE – Japanese

Technologies – Food
Technologies,
Textile
Technologies,
Industrial Design
Technologies,
Graphical Design
Technologies, Digital
Technologies, STEM

The Arts – Music
Drama, Media,
Visual Art

Humanities Geography,
Economics and
Business, Civics
and Citizenship

Core Subjects

Elective Subjects

English

Mathematics

Science

3 periods

3 periods

3 periods

History
3 Periods

Health and Physical
Education

(1 Sem)

3 Periods

Year 10

(1 Sem)

Extension –
Mathematics
Science
Health & Physical
Education

Technologies – Food
Technologies,
Textile
Technologies,
Industrial Design
Technologies,
Graphical Design
Technologies, Digital
Technologies, STEM

The Arts – Music
Drama, Media,
Visual Art

Humanities Geography,
Economics and
Business, Civics
and Citizenship

SET Planning
At Sunnybank SHS, the Year 10 curriculum program provides a transition year to senior schooling. The curriculum intent is to ensure all students are fully engaged in their learning while preparing them academically and
vocationally to pursue senior secondary pathways. Completion of a Senior Education and Training (SET) Plan is mandated for every Year 10 student and has the opportunity for review in Years 11, and 12. SET Plan interviews
are conducted with students and their parent/s in Term 3 each year. Students in Year 10 participate in the development of individual SET plans with parents, students, Guidance Officers, HOSES and ELT members supporting
students in the development and updating of these plans.

Queensland Certificate of Education Subject Offerings Years 11 & 12
From 2020 the calculation of an ATAR will be based on a student’s best five General subject results OR best results in four General subjects plus an Applied subject or a Certificate III or higher VET qualification.

All students must study 1 of each English and Mathematics:
English
English for ESL Learners

General Mathematics
Mathematical Methods

Essential English

Essential Mathematics

Electives
General Subjects
Geography
Physical Education
Physics
Chemistry
Modern History
Ancient History
Accounting
Biology
Design
Drama
Legal Studies
Specialist Mathematics
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Applied Subjects
Building and Construction Skills
Media Arts in Practice
Sport and Recreation
Visual Arts in Practice
Industrial Technology Skills
Industrial Graphics Skills
Science in Practice
Drama in Practice
Social and Community Studies

VET Subjects
Cert II in Engineering Pathways
Cert II in Hospitality
Cert II in Health Support Services
Cert II in Tourism
Cert II in Business
Cert II in Active Volunteering (Early Childhood)
Cert II in Applied Fashion Design & Technology

School Based Apprenticeships and Traineeships


School-based traineeships and apprenticeships are supported by the school. Students on a SBA/T may apply for a reduced subject load. Decisions around reduced loads are made on a case-by-case basis



Sunnybank SHS is an RTO for courses in its Scope of Registration. Additional opportunities may be accessed through external RTO’s

SCIENC
E

MATHEMATICS

ENGLISH

Year 7
Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Reading and creating life writing: Memoirs

Videos for Change

Reading and Creating Character

Exploring Aboriginal Poetry and Song

In this unit, students study life writing by reading an
anthology of memoirs. They analyse autobiographical
narratives and identify the narrative structure of texts and
the language features used to recreate a significant life
event. The unit will focus on strengthening writing skills in
students including punctuation, figurative language, verb
and noun groups and text structure including paragraph and
sentence structure, adapting stylistic features of literary
texts. This unit additionally prepares students for the
NAPLAN narrative writing task.

In this unit students understand how text structures and
language features combine in media and multimodal texts to
influence audiences. Students will examine how language is
used to persuade in motivational speeches from different
historical, social and cultural contexts. Text structures and
language features, including persuasive devices, will be
examined. Students will construct a persuasive plan for a
multimodal presentation in the form of a storyboard and
script to position audiences to accept a particular point of
view promote or enable a new way of seeing to an audience.

Students continue their study of narratives by reading and
analysing the novel Holes. They identify the narrative
structure of texts and the language features used to
imaginatively recreate a significant turning point as a
character. Students create a monologue inspired by an
abstract noun, adapting stylistic features of monologues to
create character

Students study poetry written by First Nations authors,
including Oodgeroo Noonuccal, Sam Wagan Watson, Zelda
Quakawoot, Dan Davis and others. These poets explore a
wide range of themes and issues, including being
disenfranchised, political and social disempowerment,
environmental degradation, honouring ancestors and
cultural diminishment

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Memoir
Mode: Written
Length: 300-400 words

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Persuasive Multimodal
Mode: VLOG
Length: 1 minute or
 Storyboard:
Minimum of 6, maximum of 20 frames.
 Dialogue: 50-200 words

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre : Monologue
Mode : Spoken
Length : 2-3 minutes

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Analytical Essay
Mode: Exam – written
Length: 300-500 words
Duration: 70 minutes

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Planning a Vegetable Garden

Patterns

Proportionality in the Real World (Best Buys)

What’s your angle?

Students develop and apply their existing understandings of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of number and place values, units of measurement and
geometric reasoning will be used as a basis to develop their
conceptualisation of using variables to model geometric
reasoning. The key concepts of the unit are to apply number
and place value together with units of measurement in a
range of real life applications.

Students develop and apply their existing understandings of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of patterns and algebra, linear and non-linear relationship
will be used as a basis to develop their conceptualisation of
using variables to model linear relationships and equations.
The conceptual framework of the unit is using patterns and
algebra in a range of real life applications.

Students develop and apply their existing understanding of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of data representation and analysis to interpret discrete and
continuous data and display it in a range of representations.
Student’s knowledge and understanding of transformations
and properties of angles to solve problems involving parallel
lines and transformations on a Cartesian plane.

Assessment Instrument 1
FORMAT: Supervised exam.
LENGTH: 65 minutes.
Assessment Instrument 2
FORMAT: Modelling and Problem Solving Task.
LENGTH: 6 lessons in class time.

Assessment Instrument 1
FORMAT: Supervised test;
LENGTH: 60 minutes

Students develop and apply their existing understandings of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of conversion of fractions, decimals and percentages,
rounding decimals and investigating index notation will be
used as a basis to develop their conceptualisation of using
variables to investigate using analysis and evaluation skills to
determine Best buys. The key concepts of the unit are to
apply describing patterns in uses of indices with whole
numbers and recognizing equivalences between fractions,
decimals percentages d ratios in a range of real life
applications.
Assessment Instrument 1
FORMAT: Modelling and Problem Solving Task.
LENGTH: 6 lessons in class time.
Assessment Instrument 2
FORMAT: Supervised Exam.
LENGTH: 60 minutes

Assessment Instrument 1
FORMAT: Supervised exam.
LENGTH: 65 minutes.

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

The Scientific Method and Laboratory Safety

Feel the Force/
Earth and Space

Chemistry

Biology

Students will be introduced to laboratory safety and the
concept that Science is an evidence based investigatory
subject. Students will begin designing and performing fair
tests (CMS) including concepts/skills such as observing,
predicting, inferring, variables, independent variable,
dependent variable, controlled variable, quantitative data,
qualitative data, hypothesis and taking measurements. The
genre of scientific report will be introduced in a highly
scaffolded format.

Students investigate the effects of applying different forces
to familiar objects, common situations where forces are
balanced, such as stationary objects, and unbalanced, such
as falling objects. They will also explore how gravity affects
objects on the surface of Earth and relate regulations about
wearing seatbelts or safety helmets to knowledge of forces
and motion
This unit provides students with fundamental
understandings of what causes many of the phenomena on
Earth. Students investigate the Earth and how it interacts
with other bodies in The Milky Way while learning how to
explain the observable causes and effects of these
interactions.
Assessment Instrument 1
Format: Written
Experimental investigation
Assessment Instrument 2
60 minute exam – Earth and space

Assessment Instrument 1
Format: Written
Experimental investigation

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION

HUMANITIES

Unit 1
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Water in the World/
Place and Liveability
This unit examines the many uses of water, the ways it is
perceived and valued, its different forms as a resource, the
ways it connects places as it moves through the
environment, its varying availability in time and across
space, and its scarcity
Place and liveability focuses on the concept of place through
an investigation of liveability. This unit examines factors that
influence liveability and how it is perceived, the idea that
places provide us with the services and facilities needed to
support and enhance our lives, and that spaces are planned
and managed by people
Assessment Instrument 1
Short Response/Response to Stimulus Exam
Assessment Instrument 2
Research: Multimodal

Students examine the concepts of pure substances and
mixtures, including solutions and perform separations using
a range of laboratory techniques. Some of the earth
resources are renewable and the water cycle is examined as
an example. Non-renewable resources and the problems
posed by this are discussed. Recycling including the
separation of the contents of the recycling bin are examined

Students are introduced to the variety of living things on the
planet and learn to classify these by observable physical
characteristics. The investigative approach to science
continues. Students develop and use dichotomous keys in
the format of flowcharts and tables. They also examine the
energy flow relationships in the ecosystem and how human
activities can interfere with these relationship

Assessment Instrument 1
Written: Skills Activity – separating a mixture
Assessment Instrument 2
Written: Booklet

Assessment Instrument 1
Written: Dichotomous key activity
Assessment Instrument 2
Written: 60 minute exam

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Individual Business Success in the Market

Mediterranean World

Australia’s Legal & Political Systems in a Diverse Society

Students explore the characteristics of successful businesses
and consider how entrepreneurial behaviour contributes to
business success. Setting goals and planning to achieve these
goals are vital for individual and business success, and
students consider approaches to planning in different
contexts, while also considering different ways to derive an
income

The study of the ancient world includes the discoveries (the
remains of the past and what we know) and the mysteries
(what we do not know) about this period of history, in
Greece and Rome. This unit provides opportunities to
develop historical understanding through key concepts,
including evidence, continuity and change, cause and effect,
perspectives, empathy, significance and contestability

Students study the key features of Australia’s system of
government and explores how this system aims to protect all
Australians. Students examine the Australian Constitution
and how its features, principles and values shape Australia’s
democracy. They look at how the rights of individuals are
protected through the justice system. Students also explore
how Australia’s secular system of government supports a
diverse society with shared values.

Assessment Instrument 1

Assessment Instrument 1
Supervised Exam
Assessment Instrument 2
Folio of work

Assessment Instrument 1

Unit 1

Unit 2

Identity and Challenge

Move to the Groove

Students will explore various influences on the formation of
identity. They will examine how they currently define their
identity and how this has changed over time and look at
strategies that can be used to maintain a positive self-image
for themselves and others. Students will participate in a
variety of “challenge games” which will allow them to
develop both their general fitness levels and their social and
interpersonal skills
Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: written portfolio
Assessment Instrument 2
Genre: Performance

In this unit students will participate in a variety of rhythmic
routines through Zumba, Aerobics, Pilates and Yoga
activities. They will also apply movement concepts in Zumba,
Aerobics, Pilates and Yoga activities to achieve fitness
outcomes

Assessment Instrument 1
Exam 1 x 70 minute lesson
Assessment Instrument 2
Genre: practical performance

LANGUAGES

Unit 1

Unit 2

Who am I?

All About My Life

In this unit, students:
 exchange personal details, for example, name, age,
birthday, where living, likes and dislikes.
 learn counters for time, and kanji numbers, day, and
month
 Translate and interpret short texts such as selfintroductions or conversations.
 Recognise and use features of the Japanese sound
system
 Recognise and understand the relationship between the
character-based scripts of hiragana, katakana and kanji
Assessment Instrument 1
Mode: Self-Introduction Speaking Assignment
Length: 7 sentences, 120-130 characters; 1-2 min speaking
Assessment Instrument 2
Mode: Listening Exam
Length: 1 minute spoken conversation in Japanese
Conditions: Written short-response task, 45 mins duration

In this unit, students:
 Discuss routines such as a typical school day or weekend
day
 Read and understand timetables in Japanese
 Translate and interpret short texts such as selfintroductions or conversations.
 Recognise and understand the relationship between the
character-based scripts of hiragana, katakana and kanji
 They use the hiragana chart as a tool when writing and
reading, recognising its systematic nature.
Assessment Instrument 1
Mode: Written
1. Hiragana booklet
2. Kanji booklet
3. Grammar booklet
Assessment Instrument 2
Reading and Writing Test
Write 120-150 characters
Read 100-120 characters
Duration: Two 70 minute lessons

ENGLISH

Year 8
Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Narrative Study – The Storm Keeper’s Island

The Language of Persuasion

Language of Persuasion

Illustrated Short Stories

In this unit, students examine the elements of a successful
narrative, focusing on plot structure, characterisation,
language choices and other elements of author style such as
use of dialogue and punctuating for effect. They then
demonstrate their understanding of narratives by creating
an imaginative response using Catherine Doyle’s novel, The
Storm Keeper’s Island as stimulus. Students will construct an
imaginative response using demonstrating their
understanding of the writing styles and the other elements
studied through the selection of the short stories examined
in class time.

In this unit, students will explore the relationship between
purpose, context and intended or target audience as they
create different texts for different persuasive purposes.
Students will apply persuasive techniques dependent on
text, audience and purpose. They will adopt a range of roles
in text making, working in the context of designer, speaker
and writer for the purpose of persuasion.
As a designer students will create visual texts that combine
visual elements and persuasive devices to construct a text
suitable for a specific advertising context. They will adopt
additional roles that will require them to apply persuasive
techniques in different texts. Students present a persuasive
pitch that positions company executives to endorse their
cereal box as an exemplar of persuasion at work.

In this unit, students read and comprehend a variety of
illustrated short stories to understand the text structures
and language features that are used to develop
characterisation, setting and plot, and engage a young
audience. They identify and explain authors' language and
visual choices in illustrated short stories and understand
how these choices are combined for particular purposes and
effects for a specific audience of children. Students also have
opportunities to practise narrative writing to experiment
with visual and language choices for specific purposes and
effects. In the assessment task, students write and illustrate
a short story, combining text structures, language features
and visual choices for specific effects.

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Fantasy Narrative
Mode: Written
Length: 450-600 words
Stimulus: Short story provided by teacher

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Persuasive Presentation
Mode: Pitch
Length: 2-3 minutes

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Illustrated Short Story
Mode: Written and Digital
Length: 150-200 words

In this unit, students read, view and listen to a variety of
texts that create representations of Aboriginal peoples' and
Torres Strait Islander peoples' histories and cultures. They
analyse the text structures and language, and audio and
visual features that create these representations and
position the audience in relation to the specific groups
represented. Students then choose a text about Aboriginal
peoples' and Torres Strait Islander peoples' histories and
cultures; analyse the features that create representations
and position the audience; and write an analysis to express
their opinion about the text. Additionally students view a
selection of multimodal texts, including texts about and by
Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples, to
understand how texts communicate ideas about the values
of groups in society. They examine the multimodal texts to
identify and analyse the visual and audio features used to
communicate ideas about values of the groups represented
and evaluate their effectiveness.
Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Analytical Essay under exam conditions
Mode: Exam
Length: -350-550 words
Duration: 2 x 70 minute lessons

MATHEMATICS
SCIENCE
HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Real Numbers

Measurement, Index Laws and Probability

Transformations, Congruency & Statistics

Students develop and apply their existing understandings of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of the four basic numerical operations, use of decimals,
fractions and percentages, and geometry of 2D shapes will
be used as a basis to model numerical and geometrical
reasoning and financial literacy

Students develop and apply their existing understandings of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of the volume and capacity of prisms, index notation and
index laws, calculating and representing probability as well
as ratios will be used as a basis to solve problems.

Students will revise and consolidate Terms 1, 2 and 3
concepts as required, apply the distributive law to the
expansion of algebraic expressions and factorisation by
identifying numerical factors, simplify algebraic expressions
involving the four operations, plot linear relationships on the
Cartesian plane, solve linear equations and verify solutions
by substitution., solve problems involving duration, including
using 12- and 24-hour time within a single time zone

Assessment Instrument 1
FORMAT: Supervised exam.
LENGTH: 60 minutes

Assessment Instrument 1
FORMAT: Problem Solving and Modelling Task. LENGTH: 4
lessons in class time (6 lessons in class time for MAF).
Assessment Instrument 2
FORMAT: Supervised exam.
LENGTH: 60 minutes

Students will define congruence of plane shapes using
transformations and develop the conditions for congruence
of triangles, establish properties of quadrilaterals and solve
related numerical problems, investigate techniques for
collecting data and explore the practicalities and
implications of obtaining data through sampling using a
variety of investigative processes, explore the variation of
means and proportions of random samples drawn from the
same population, investigate the effect of individual data
values, including outliers, on the mean and median.
Assessment Instrument 1
FORMAT: Supervised exam.
LENGTH: 60 minutes
Assessment Instrument 2
FORMAT: Problem Solving and Modelling Task. LENGTH:
LENGTH: 4 lessons in class time

Assessment Instrument 1
FORMAT: Supervised exam.
LENGTH: 60 minutes

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Biology

Chemistry

Earth and space science - Geology

Physics

Students examine cells and specialization of cells for their
function. The organization of cells into tissues, organs and
organ systems in multicellular organisms is examined with an
emphasis on the relationship between structure and
function. Reproduction and the reproductive systems in
plants and humans are studied. Experimental investigations
on the germination of seeds are performed.

Students study atoms, molecules, elements, compounds,
phases of matter and mixtures. Physical and chemical
changes are examined.
Experimental investigations on solubility or the effect of
changes in temperature on a chemical reaction are
performed.

Students examine the rock cycle and the formation of
sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks.

Students learn about potential and kinetic energy. The
experimental investigation is performed and students are
asked to apply this knowledge to solve a real life application.

Assessment Instrument 1
Exam

Assessment Instrument 1
In class experimental write-up

Assessment Instrument 1
Portfolio

Assessment Instrument 1
Experimental write-up
Assessment Instrument 2
Exam

Unit 1

Unit 2

Health Related Fitness and Nutrition

Adolescence and Change + AFL

In this unit, students will be evaluating health and skill
related components of fitness. They will further investigate
and apply these concepts to athletics. They will study and
participate various athletic events and the movement
concepts and sequences associated with them. Further to
this students will investigate and analyse their performance
in javelin in order to improve and maximise results.

Assessment Instrument 1
Mode: Written Report and Brochure
Length:
|

Unit 4

In this unit, students will develop the knowledge and skills
that will enable them to successfully negotiate the changes
that occur in their lives during adolescence.
The topics that will be covered include:
 Physical changes
 Psychological/emotional changes
The practical component of this unit involves the students
applying movement concepts and strategies to achieve
outcomes as well as demonstrating control and accuracy
when participating in Australian Rules Football
The skills they will learn include:
 Kicking (to a teammate and at goals)
 Handpassing
 Marking
Assessment Instrument 1
Mode: Response to Stimulus Exam
Length: 60 Minutes

HUMANITIES
LANGUAGES

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Business and Economics

Geography

History – Ancient to Modern World

Civics and Citizenship

Students develop their understanding of economics and
business concepts by exploring the ways markets – including
traditional Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander markets –
work within Australia, the participants in the market system
and the ways they may influence the market’s operation.
The rights, responsibilities and opportunities that arise for
businesses, consumers and governments are considered
along with the influences on the ways individuals work now
and into the future

‘Landforms and landscapes’ and ‘Changing nations’.
‘Landforms and landscapes’ focuses on investigating
geomorphology through a study of landscapes and their
landforms. ‘Changing nations’ investigates the changing
human geography of countries, as revealed by shifts in
population distribution

This was when major civilisations around the world came
into contact with each other. Social, economic, religious and
political beliefs were often challenged and significantly
changed. It was the period when the modern world began to
take shape

A study of the responsibilities and freedoms of citizens and
how Australians can actively participate in their democracy.
Students consider how laws are made and the types of laws
used in Australia. Students also examine what it means to be
Australian by identifying the reasons for and influences that
shape national identity.

Assessment Instrument 1
Mode: Research
Length: 70 minutes

Assessment Instrument 1
Exam

Assessment Instrument 1
Mode: Multi modal
Assessment Instrument 2
Exam

Assessment Instrument 1
Research

Unit 1

Unit 2

Fun Times

Food, Glorious Food

In this unit, students will;
 Explore the extracurricular after-school clubs available to
Japanese students
 Discuss leisure activities and interests such as: hobbies,
sports, shopping, music and anime
 Compare popular leisure activities in Japan and Australia
 Understand how to use Katakana to write borrowed
words
Understand that the pronunciation of borrowed words is
determined by the Japanese sound system

Assessment Instrument 1
Multimodal Presentation (Spoken)

In this unit, students will:
 Explore the cultural similarities and differences between
Japan and Australia, through the medium of food.
 Compare Japanese and Australian food etiquette and
table manners through observation and experience (for
example, practicing using Japanese table manners, eating
with chopsticks, cooking a Japanese meal).
 learn to make requests, give and comprehend
instructions and justify choices
 understand different ways of expressing “dislike” based
on context,
 learn ways to politely deflect or disagree in Japanese.
Assessment Instrument 1
Listening Task

Assessment Instrument 2
Extended paragraph writing (Written)

Assessment Instrument 2
Reading Task

ARTS

Year 7/8 Band Plans
Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Building Drama

Mapping My Mark

Play it Again

Simon Says

The content of this unit explores the elements of learning to
play at least three instruments during the term. This will be
developed through playing ukulele, body percussion then
student choice of keyboard, guitar and voice.

The unit explores how Media Arts conventions and genres
are used to create point of view through representation and
communication of social and cultural values and beliefs. In
making and responding., students explore and develop
methods of communication through using the elements of
Filmic Language conventions.

The unit ‘Building Drama’ focuses on the elements of drama
through the concept of storytelling. How do we tell stories?
What effect do the stories we tell have on those around us?
What approaches can be used to create meaning in the
stories we tell?

In this unit, students will explore social, ethical,
environmental and/or economic themes and concepts in
Visual Arts. Throughout the unit, students focus on one
theme as a class and develop a body of work in making and
responding to explore the theme from a variety of
conceptual viewpoints. Learning opportunities should allow
development of independent approaches and responses,

while experimenting with representation of subject and
expression of viewpoint throughout the body of work

TECHNOLOGIES

Assessment Instrument 1
Performance: Group Improvisation
Length: 1-2 Minutes per person
Assessment Instrument 2
Mode: Written response

Assessment Instrument 1
Portfolio: Body of Work
Conditions:
 Individual
 Art making and Written
 Paragraphs
 Responding to their own artwork and that of others

Assessment Instrument 1
Performance: Ukulele - solo performance. (recorded)
Composition: chordal progression minimum 4 chords
repeated
Assessment Instrument 1
Performance: Body Percussion Ensemble (up to 4 in group)
Composing: Group work and solo (recorded)
Responding: to chosen performance. (written)
Performance: Choose to play one instrument keyboard or
guitar and voice (recorded)

Assessment Instrument 1
Portfolio of work:
 Photographs
 Storyboard
Conditions: Making
 Responding

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Food and Fibre

Graphics/IDT

STEM

Digital Technology

Fusing Cultural Diversity

Lighting the Future

Vault-Tec Project Safehouse

App Store

Students analyse how characteristics and properties of food
determine preparation techniques and presentation when
designing solutions for healthy eating. They will apply design
thinking as they develop a savoury parcel that fuses
elements from various cultures.
Students will explore how social, ethical and environmental
issues influence the design of a food product to create
preferred futures for the school community.

Students will be given the opportunity to design for a
specific audience, focusing on exploring and investigating
technologies, systems, products, services and environments
as they consider the needs of society. They will apply design
thinking as they develop a laser cut personal labelling
ornament, and follow on with the creation of a personal
illumination device to suit the wants and needs of a client.
Students will learn and apply a variety of skills and
techniques to make products designed to meet specific
purposes and user needs.
Assessment Instrument 1
Students design, construct and evaluate a personal labelling
ornament.
Assessment Instrument 2
Students design, construct and evaluate a personal
illumination device to suit the wants and needs of a client.

Students will design solutions to given challenges by
analysing needed behaviours to design algorithms for robots
to perform specific tasks. Students will also design solutions
to challenges arising from theoretical futures where
resources are limited and conditions are vastly different
from today’s society.
They will explore how social, environmental and ethical
issues influence the design of solutions as they create, refine
and propose preferred futures to unique challenges using
design thinking.
Assessment Instrument 1
Students design, construct and evaluate a robot design to
perform a specific function or task.
Assessment Instrument 2
Students respond to a series of scenarios, and are required
to come up with realistic design solutions to these problems

Students design and implement an app with either, a
working security system to protect and secure data
transmissions, or interactive elements that educate the user
on protecting and securing data transmissions

Assessment Instrument 1
Students design, produce and evaluate a range of food
products that incorporate food technologies from two or
more cultures.
Assessment Instrument 2
Students design a sustainable fibre product to carry a food
product.

Assessment Instrument 1
Create a community service app

ENGLISH

Year 9

|

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Speculative Fiction

Representations in Film (Black Panther)

The Australian Story

Literature Debate| 12 Angry Men

In this unit, students will read and view a variety of
speculative fiction texts, with a focus on graphic novels. In
particular, students will examine how graphic novels are
structured, and how authors use text structures, language
and visual features to present opinions and perspectives
about issues commonly represented in works of speculative
fiction. Students will use this knowledge to create a short
speculative fiction graphic novel based on a non-fiction text
(such as a news article), focusing on the theme of people
with power choosing to change for the better.

In this unit, students explore how social issues are explored
through film. The students will engage in critical study of the
film and various interpretations of it in order to strengthen
their capacity to develop their own analytical response to it.
This critical study will explore and the representations of
concepts, identities, times and places constructed through
filmic conventions, directorial decisions, and the
communication of underlying attitudes, values and beliefs to
wider audiences.

In this unit, students listen to, read and view literary and
non-literary texts featuring different perspectives of
Australia's peoples, histories and cultures. Students will
investigate and examine representations of Australia that
have been constructed in literary and non-literary texts,
evaluating how text structures, language and visual features
of texts, including literary techniques, myths and symbols,
are designed to appeal to audiences and create an Australian
identities.

In this unit, students read a drama text to comprehend ideas
about human experiences in response to ethical dilemmas,
such as justice, equity and prejudice. Students will explore
what attitudes values and beliefs underpin the text and how
social and ethical issues are represented in through
interrogation of the representations, perspectives and
discourse in the drama text. They will evaluate whether
similar representations and perspectives are present in
modern society.
Students will interpret and integrate ideas from the focus
text and their own investigations, in order to construct a
point of view arguing whether the discourse created in 12
Angry Men remains valid and relevant.

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre : Graphic novella

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Analytical essay

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Feature Article for an online publication

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Debate

MATHEMATICS

Mode: Imaginative written/multimodal
Length : 4-6 A4 pages

Mode: Written, supervised
Length: 400-600 words

Mode: Written
Length: 300-400 words

Mode: Spoken
Length: 7-8 minutes

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Money and Shapes

Algebra and Graphing Equations

Trigonometry, Similarity and Index Notation

Statistics and Probability

Students develop and apply their existing understandings of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of simple interest, geometry of 2D and 3D shapes as well as
Pythagoras’ Theorem will be used as a basis to model
geometric reasoning and financial literacy

Students develop and apply their existing understandings of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of linear equations and graphs on Cartesian planes, solving
equations and worded problems algebraically and
graphically, as well as ratios and scale factors will be used as
a basis to model geometric reasoning and understanding of
algebra
Assessment Instrument 1
FORMAT: Supervised exam.
LENGTH: 1 Lesson (60 min) in class

Students develop and apply their existing understandings of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of similar triangles, trigonometry, index notation and index
laws will be used as a basis to model geometric and
numerical reasoning

Students develop and apply their existing understandings of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of types and representations of data, measures of centre
and spread, theoretical and experimental probability, as well
as visual representations of sample space and outcomes will
be used as a basis to model statistics and probability

Assessment Instrument 1
FORMAT: Supervised exam.
LENGTH: 1 Lesson (60 min) in class

Assessment Instrument 1
FORMAT: Modelling and Problem Solving Task.
LENGTH: 6 lessons in class time.
Assessment Instrument 2
FORMAT: Supervised exam.
LENGTH: 1 Lesson (60 mins) in class

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Geology – Our Moving Earth

Chemistry

Biology

Physics

Students review the geology of the earth by examining
continental drift and plate tectonics and the evidence which
has lead to the development of these theories. Students
apply their knowledge of convection to the movement of the
earth’s tectonic plates and the consequences of this
including volcanoes, earthquakes and deep ocean trenches.
This unit helps students, as members of the global
community, understand phenomena which occur in the
world around them

In this unit students begin the study of the components of
the atom. Emphasis is placed on the study of the nucleus
with atomic mass and atomic number examined and how an
unstable nucleus results in radioactivity The rearrangement
of atoms in chemical reactions and their representation in
chemical equations is considered. Conservation of mass is
applied to these situations

The unit initially focuses students on the ways their body
maintains constant internal conditions despite a changing
external environment. They study the role of the nervous
and endocrine system and specific examples of internal
conditions such as blood sugar levels, temperature
regulation, oxygen concentrations and water levels in the
blood. The immune response to attack from invading
pathogens is examined and the evolution of medical science
is highlighted. An emphasis on preventative health care
leads to discussion to raise student awareness of the
benefits of vaccinations.

This unit examines the nature of many forms of energy that
feature in student’s lives – light, sound and electricity.
Students gain an understanding of series and parallel circuits
and the benefits and pitfalls of each. Voltage, current and
resistance are modelled and their relationship is calculated
in Ohm’s Law. Safe behaviour with electricity at home and in
the community is discussed at length. The wave nature of
sound is examined and technological applications are
reviewed. Light experiments provide opportunities to reveal
the phenomena of refraction and reflection. Mirrors, lenses
and optic fibre are all examined. Students gain insight into
energy and its relationship to modern technology.

Assessment Instrument 1
Data Test
60 minutes

Assessment Instrument 1
Experimental Report – Written
750 words

Assessment Instrument 1
Research task
800-1000 words

Assessment Instrument 1
Supervised Exam
60 Minutes

Assessment Instrument 1
FORMAT: Problem Solving and Modelling Task. LENGTH: 6
lessons in class time.
Assessment Instrument 2
FORMAT: Supervised exam.

HISTORY

SCIENCE

LENGTH: 1 lesson (60 minutes) in class

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Making of the Modern World: The Industrial Revolution

Making a Nation

World War 1

This unit investigates how life changed in the period from 1750 to 1914 through
the study of the Industrial Revolution. The study includes the causes and effects of
the Industrial Revolution, and the Australian experience.

In this unit, students will:
 explore reasons for the expansion of British settlement into Australia
 examine the expansion of European settlement and different responses,
including conflicts between settlers and Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait
Islander peoples
 investigate the experiences of non-Europeans (including South Sea Islanders) in
Australia prior to 1900
 identify and classify the main features of Australian society that influenced living
and working conditions around 1900

In this unit students will:
 develop an understanding of nationalism and investigate the political causes
of the war and the reasons for Australia's involvement
 compare the experiences of Australian soldiers on the battlefields of
Gallipoli and on the Western Front
 understand how changing technology changed the nature of warfare during
World War I
 appreciate the role of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander soldiers in World
War I

 investigate the key events and ideas that led to the development of Australian
self-government and democracy, particularly Federation in 1901
 investigate the ways that living and working conditions were affected by the
introduction of social legislation between 1901 and 1914
 Identify patterns of continuity and change referring to key events and ideas in
the development of the Australian nation.

DRAMA

MUSIC

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Assessment Instrument 1
Mode: Short Response Test
Time: 60 minutes
Length: 250-500 words

|

Assessment Instrument 1
Extended Written Response

Unit 1

Unit 2

Health Related Fitness and Nutrition

Relationships and Sexuality

In this unit, students will be able to answer the following
questions about fitness and nutrition:
 How can we make the best decisions about using sources
of health information and what information are those
decisions based on?
 What does it mean to be responsible for our own health?
 How can we use technology to enable us to achieve
realistic fitness and physical activity goals?
 What level does my heart need to reach for me to gain
the fitness benefits needed for health and how might it be
different if I have particular physical needs or sport
related goals?
 What can I use around me to create an enjoyable fitness
circuit for my family and myself?
 Energy input and output
 Nutrition for energy
 FITT principles
Assessment Instrument 1
Mode: Written research assignment
Assessment Instrument 2
Practical - Orienteering
Assessment Instrument 3
Performance Analysis

Throughout this unit students will gain an understanding
that respect is about appreciating and acknowledging that
we are all different. Empathy assists us to acknowledge and
appreciate those differences. We each bring diverse qualities
and strengths to every relationship we create. As individuals
within respectful relationships, we have a right to feel safe,
to be treated fairly and valued. We should be respected for
who we are. Respectful relationships are dynamic. When
differences occur we need to advocate behaviours that lead
to effective solutions and greater understanding of each
other

Unit 1

Unit 2

Jetstar – an Australian Focus

Jetstar – Visit the World

Assessment Instrument 1
Investigative Response
Assessment Instrument 2
Practical – e-Journal

The content of this unit explores key elements associated
with International Music, by discovering the heritage of
Australian Music through Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander and European cultures

The content of this unit explores Australia’s connection and
experiences with other cultures from around the world,
focussing on an Asian influence.

Assessment Instrument 1
2 X performance task
Assessment Instrument 2
Responding task

Assessment Instrument 1
Composing task
Assessment Instrument 2
Performance task

Unit 1

Unit 2

Comic Traditions

21st Century Drama – Drama Fusions

In this unit, students will explore aspects of industry around
the making of theatre for a specific audience in role as a
working Theatre Company

In this unit, students devise, perform and respond to drama
by exploring contemporary Australian drama including
Aboriginal dramatists and Torres Strait Islander dramatists





identify where Australian forces fought and assess the significance of
selected battles/campaigns
explore the impact of the war on the home front, particularly in terms of the
changing role of women and the conscription debate
develop a discussion about the significance and validity of the Anzac legend
explore how Australians commemorate World War I.

Assessment Instrument 1
Analytical Essay

and experimenting with linear and non-linear narrative
structures and available theatre technologies

TEXTILE TECHNOLOGIES

FOOD TECHNOLOGIES

VISUAL ARTS

Assessment Instrument 1
Multimodal Pitch
Assessment Instrument 2
Group performance for children’s theatre
Assessment Instrument 3
Group performance for year 2 students

Assessment Instrument 1
Directing Workshop
Assessment Instrument 2
Performance
Assessment Instrument 3
Responding to Fusion

Unit 1

Unit 2

Relationships and Culture: You, Me and Them

The message: text, talk and symbols

Students will explore different viewpoints, social
relationships and art styles, particularly of Australian Artists,
especially Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, to
experiment with their developing personal art style Students
will enrich their art making in response to the work of other
artists analysed in the unit. Students will develop techniques
and processes of art making to represent concepts and
ideas. They will explore the representation of Culture and
the shifting paradigms of interactions between cultures,
particularly in Australia.
Assessment Instrument 1
Portfolio – body of work including making and responding

Students will explore how artists conceptualise and
represent viewpoints and ideas through exploiting
established symbols, including text, symbolic languages and
signs.

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Entertaining with Food

Bake House

Nutrition in Adolescents
In this unit students will explore and investigate principles of
safe food handling, healthy eating and nutrition focussed on
adolescents.

Assessment Instrument 1
Portfolio – Nutrition in Adolescents

Students will be analysing how artists manipulate media,
techniques and processes to represent ideas, subject matter
and viewpoints, and then utilise this to enrich their own art
making.
Assessment Instrument 1
Portfolio – body of work including making and responding

In this unit students will explore and investigate and
communicate principles of event catering, food production
processes modification and marketing.

Assessment Instrument 1
Portfolio – Entertaining with Food

Unit 1

Unit 2

Solving wicked problems with new growth ecologies

Choosing food safe textile products

In this unit, students investigate and make judgments on the
ethical and sustainable production of fibre. They critically
analyse factors, including social, ethical and sustainability
considerations, that impact on designed solutions for global
preferred futures

In this unit, students investigate and make judgments on
how the principles of food safety and preservation must be
considered along with the properties of materials in order to
create a range of food safe textile products to be offered for
sale at a local school fete or election stall. They critically
analyse factors, including social, ethical and sustainability
considerations, that impact on designed solutions for global
preferred futures.
Students design and produce a range of food safe textile items
suitable for storage or transportation of food. The items must
be cost effective, useful, appealing to prospective purchasers
and suitable for sale at a school fete/election stall.
Assessment Instrument 1
PROJECT
Snack bag, Bees Wax Sandwich wrap,
Lunch bag, Bottle cosy, Vege bag

Students design a proposal for a managed environment to
enhance fibre production. The proposal includes a
persuasive presentation plus evidence of a field test
environment.
Assessment Instrument 1
PROJECT
Cotton Wool Project

In this unit students will explore, investigate and analyse
principles and techniques of baked products and suitable
accompaniment decorations.

Assessment Instrument 1
Portfolio – Bake House

GRAPHICAL DESIGN
TECHNOLOGIES
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
TECHNOLOGIES
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES
STEM
|

Unit 1

Unit 2

Design With Empathy

Commercial

In this unit students will be introduced to current trends in
architecture, focusing on Pop Up Shops and their impact on
urban planning and infrastructure. This unit will require
students to design and prototype a house composed of only
shipping containers to sit within the parameters of a
property located in a beach side setting.

In this unit students will be introduced to tessellating
patterns and how to manipulate the shapes to create unique
designs. This unit will require students to plan and prototype
the design of a wooden lampshade, and use Adobe
Illustrator to draft out the nett and laser cut the final design
for assembly.

Assessment Instrument 1
Portfolio: Shipping Container Project
Assessment Instrument 2
Interactive Critique

Assessment Instrument 1
Portfolio: Laser Cut Lampshade
Assessment Instrument 2
Examination

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Laser Cut Pencil Box

Bubble Blower

Cutting Board

Students investigate and make judgments on how the
characteristics and properties of materials, systems,
components, tools and equipment can be combined to
create designed solutions. They critically analyse factors,
including social, ethical and sustainability considerations,
that impact on designed solutions for global preferred
futures
Assessment Instrument 1
Students Design, create and evaluate a pencil box and
decorate with a laser cutter

Students investigate and make judgments on how the
characteristics and properties of materials, systems,
components, tools and equipment

Students will apply design thinking as they design and make
a solution that addresses a real-world need or opportunity
by combining characteristics and properties of materials and
technologies

Assessment Instrument 1
Students Design, create and evaluate a machine that is
capable of blowing bubbles automatically

Assessment Instrument 1
Students Design, create and evaluate a cutting board with an
emphasis on sustainability

Unit 1
Casting the Web
In this unit students will JavaScript, HTML and CSS and an iterative and collaborative approach to create a web site that
includes interactive features that allow for sharing ideas and information online. Students investigate theoretical
components through the use of discussion forums and other sources.
Assessment Instrument 1
Podcast
Assessment Instrument 2
Multipage website design

Unit 1

Unit 2

The First Law of Robotics

Bridging the Gap

In this unit students will design solutions to given challenges
by analysing several scenarios, designing a robot and the
algorithms that will allow it to complete specific tasks in
relation to the First Law of Robotics: A robot may not injure a
human being or, through inaction allow a human being to
come to harm.
Assessment Instrument 1
Students design, construct and evaluate a robot design to
perform and complete different scenarios increasing in
complexity.

In this unit students will be introduced to the different
systems that allow for the safe construction of bridges and
other similar structures, and will be required to design, test
and construct a suitable structure that will safely transport
specific weights across a pre-determined gap.
Assessment Instrument 1
Students design, construct and evaluate a bridge design that
must be able to safely transport specific weights across a
predetermined distance.

SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

ENGLISH

Year 10
Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Responding to Literary Texts

The Modern Poet

Media Representations

Interpretations of Shakespeare

Responding to Literary Texts
In this unit, students read, analyse and evaluate a selection
of short stories that explore issues relevant to Australian
society. They examine narrative viewpoint, characterisation
and plot structures in literature. They consider the links
between values, beliefs, assumptions and the social, moral
and ethical positions of authors. Students examine elements
of creative writing and the stylistic features of authors. They
create an imaginative response - a short story that develops
from a stimulus in class.

In this unit, students examine how poetry communicates
representations and perspectives on issues that are relevant
to poets and in turn, audiences. They examine stylistic
features, text structures and language features in poetry and
consider how these elements combine throughout the
creative writing process. Students interact with ideas and
experiment with language features and poet text structures
through the creative writing process, culminating in the
construction of their own poetic text. They further shape
and enhance their poem using textual, auditory, spoken and
visual elements (such as imagery, sound effects, voice over,
and display) in the context of a creative VLOG.

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Imaginative Response
Mode: Written
Length: 650-800 words

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Creative writing (Creative journal, Poem, Storyboard
of poem VLOG)
Mode: written
Length: 14 lines minimum poem

In this unit, students will read, view and analyse the
techniques used in media texts including non-literary and
multimodal texts. Students engage with texts through
analysis and evaluation of representations and/or
perspectives that create social discourses. Students will
develop their knowledge of the Australian social, political
and cultural landscape by critically responding to the
attitudes, values and beliefs that underpin texts and position
audiences. In order to evaluate audience interpretation and
response, students will explore selected topics (as expert)
and construct short answer and extended responses
(editorial), analysing and creating representations and
perspectives that position audiences in their own writing.
Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Exam - short response to unseen stimulus
Mode: written 1 x 70 minutes
Length: 200-250 words
Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: exam - persuasive editorial
Mode: written 2 x 70 minute
Length: 650-800

In this unit, students will engage in a critical close study of
one of Shakespeare’s works, either Romeo and Juliet,
Macbeth, Much Ado About Nothing or The Taming of the
Shrew. In this study, they will explore how Shakespeare
constructs universal representations and themes, through
language features and text structure. Students will respond
to an unseen exam question in the form of an analytical
response following a series of mocks examinations in class
time.

Assessment Instrument 1
Genre: Exam Analytical Response
Mode: Written 2 x 70 minute lessons, resources available
Length: 500-700 words

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Money and Shapes

Algebra and Graphing Equations

Trigonometry, Similarity and Index Notation

Statistics and Probability

Students develop and apply their existing understandings of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of simple interest, geometry of 2D and 3D shapes as well as
Pythagoras’ Theorem will be used as a basis to model
geometric reasoning and financial literacy

Students develop and apply their existing understandings of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of linear equations and graphs on Cartesian planes, solving
equations and worded problems algebraically and
graphically, as well as ratios and scale factors will be used as
a basis to model geometric reasoning and understanding of
algebra
Assessment Instrument 3
Format: Supervised exam.
Length: 1 Lesson (60 min) in class

Students develop and apply their existing understandings of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of similar triangles, trigonometry, index notation and index
laws will be used as a basis to model geometric and
numerical reasoning

Students develop and apply their existing understandings of
mathematical concepts and processes to solve real life and
abstract problems. Student’s knowledge and understanding
of types and representations of data, measures of centre
and spread, theoretical and experimental probability, as well
as visual representations of sample space and outcomes will
be used as a basis to model statistics and probability

Assessment Instrument 4
Format: Supervised exam.
Length: 1 Lesson (60 mins) in class

Assessment Instrument 5
Format: Modelling and Problem Solving Task.
Length: 6 lessons in class time.
Assessment Instrument 6
Format: Supervised exam.
Length: 1 Lesson (60 mins) in class

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Physics – Linear Motion

Biology – Genetics and Evolution

Chemistry- The Periodic Table and Bonding

Earth and Space –The Universe

Newtons 3 Laws of Motion, gravity, friction, displacement,
speed, velocity, and acceleration, potential and kinetic
energy are investigated. Students learn to analyse data from
ticker timers.

Students explain the processes that underpin heredity and
evolution including the structure of DNA, mutation, genes,
chromosomes and inheritance. Natural selection as a
mechanism of evolution is explained and the evidence based
nature of science is presented

Students study the electronic configuration of atoms and
how this is applied to the layout of the periodic table. This is
then extended to how atoms bond and different types of
compounds.

Students examine the cycling of matter on the earth. They
evaluate the evidence for scientific theories that explain the
origin of the universe and examine the scale of the
components such as stars and galaxies

Assessment Instrument 1
Format: Supervised exam.
Length: 1 lesson (60 minutes) in class
Assessment Instrument 2
Format: Problem Solving and Modelling Task
Length: 5 lessons in class time

DRAMA

MUSIC

HEALTH & PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

HISTORY

Assessment Instrument 1
Experimental Report: Report (Written)
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Assessment Instrument 1
Data test

Assessment Instrument 1
Research Task

Assessment Instrument 1
Supervised Assessment – 60 min exam

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

World War II

Rights & Freedom

The Environment Movement (1960s to present)

In this unit, students will:
 Explore the inter-war years between World War I and World War II, including
the Treaty of Versailles, the Roaring Twenties and the Great Depression.
 Use evidence to explore the course of events during World War II.
 Use a range of primary and secondary sources to explore the Australian
experience during World War II, including home front experiences,
international relationships, the fall of Singapore, POWs, involvement of
indigenous Australians and the significance of the Kokoda campaign.
 Use sources to explore significant events such as the Holocaust and the use of
the atomic bomb during World War II.
 Review the legacy of World War II with a particular focus on Australia's
significant role in United Nations' peacekeeping
Assessment Instrument 1
Seen Exam
60 Minutes

The depth study investigates the background to and the struggle of Aboriginal
peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples for rights and freedoms from the 1930s
to the 21st century, with a particular focus on the Stolen Generations and the
Mabo decision.
The influence on and parallels between the American Civil Rights Movement and
the struggle for Indigenous rights in Australia will also be explored. The continuing
effort to secure civil rights and freedoms nationally and internationally will
conclude the unit

Assessment Instrument 1
Written Response

Unit 1

Unit 2

Mental Health and Wellbeing/AFL

Cultural Identity/CPR

In this unit, students will focus on the physiological
responses in the brain with an effect on behaviour and
mental health. They will analyse a range of credible sources
to draw comparisons between gaming and social media use
and drug use. They will then be able to develop a personal
health strategy in order to overcome these obstacles, which
are commonly faced by teenagers in Australia
Assessment Instrument 1
Written Report

Students explore how stereotypes portrayed within the
media and broader society influence the way people
perceive the activities they can participate in, the roles they
can play in the community and the behaviours they are
expected to exhibit.

Unit 1

Unit 2

The Musical

Hi 9 – The Children’s Show

The content of this unit explores the genre of musical
theatre throughout the history of Hollywood and Broadway
musicals.
Assessment Instrument 1
Performance task
Assessment Instrument 2
Exam – responding

This unit investigates the significant change in global perspectives regarding the
role of people on this planet and how Australian society was affected by other
significant global environmental events and changes in this period

Assessment Instrument 1
Extended written response

Assessment Instrument 1
Research Report

Unit 3

Unit 4

The content of this unit will explore children’s productions
through musical elements and characteristics specific to this
genre
Assessment Instrument 1
Responding task
Assessment Instrument 2
Performance task

Unit 1

Unit 2

Realism and Physical Theatre

The World Today

Realism is the backbone of the actor’s skillset and as a convention is used all around us in television and movies. It has a long
history of research behind its methodology which Is based on truth and honesty.
Physical Theatre is a more stylistic convention that borrows elements of dance to create meaning. By tying this in with classic
texts we are able to create new interpretations that have relevance for contemporary audiences.

In this unit students will.
 Identify, explain and analyse dramatic elements, forms and styles in contemporary theatre and mockumentary
 Evaluate how dramatic languages have been used to position/communicate meaning
 Communicate in different forms; Extended response and filmic devises using ICT
 Explore social issues and comment those relevant to the community and global

 Explore and devise theatre which communicates using different forms and styles to enhance audience participation
 Collaborate with a group to successfully produce comment/performance
Assessment Instrument 1
Extended Written Response
Assessment Instrument 2
Performance - Mockumentary

VISUAL ARTS

Assessment Instrument 1
Performance task
Assessment Instrument 2
Performance task and Written evaluation

Unit 1

Unit 2

Reflections: Mirrors, lenses and screens

ADAPT: hybridised, evolved and modified

Students will explore visual conventions, practices and viewpoints that represent ideas and concepts of self, through
portraits of self and others, by artists from a variety of cultural and personal perspectives. Students will analyse the work of
visual artists to enrich their own personal aesthetic.
Investigate and explore how artists communicate and express viewpoints and concepts in Visual Arts related to the concept
of self, produce a series of artworks that are conceptually linked and lead to the development of personal style and artistic
intention. When making and responding, students will explore conceptual viewpoints of self.

TEXTILE DESIGN
TECHNOLOGIES

FOOD TECHNOLOGIES

Assessment Instrument 1
Portfolio – including making and responding

Students will investigate how artists communicate and express viewpoints and concepts in Visual Arts and Scientific
collaborations, regarding personal and/or political and/or ideological expression. Students will be analysing and evaluating
artists and art making developed in collaboration with science and technology to draw conclusions on the effectiveness of
strategies, exploitation of materials and processes, representations of ideas and viewpoints and personal aesthetic choices
of artists in communicating concepts of our changing world. They will use their evaluations to enrich their art making;
developing and displaying artworks that reflect a personal and independent responses to the concept, theme and subject.
Students will communicate intentions through their manipulation of materials, processes and concepts to create hybridised
approaches
Assessment Instrument 1
Portfolio – including making and responding

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Nutrition

Entertaining

Patisserie

Cake Design

Students will explore and investigate principles of safe food
handling, healthy eating and nutrition focussed on
adolescents.

In this unit students will explore and investigate and
communicate principles of event catering, food production
processes modification and marketing

In this unit students will explore, investigate and analyse
principles and techniques of baked products and suitable
accompaniment decorations.

In this unit students will continue to explore, investigate,
produce and analyse principles and techniques of baked
products and suitable accompaniment decorations

Students will explore how social, environmental and ethical
issues influence the design of solutions as they create, refine
and propose preferred futures to unique challenges using
design thinking.
Assessment Instrument 1
Students will produce a folio of recipes/work plan/workflow
and photographic evidence of prepared dishes resulting
from continuous practical cookery.
Assessment Instrument 2
Students will research and digitally produce an information
document focussed on Adolescent Nutrition

Assessment Instrument 1
Students will produce a folio of recipes/work plan/workflow
and photographic evidence of prepared dishes resulting
from continuous practical cookery.
Assessment Instrument 2
Students will research, plan and produce a catered event,
including appropriately dressed table

Assessment Instrument 1
Students will produce a folio of information relating to their
individual design, incorporating colour combinations and
practical food tasks.
Assessment Instrument 2
Students will research, plan and produce one decorative
design on a cookie.

Assessment Instrument 1
Students will produce a folio of information and a workflow
planning document along with photographic evidence of a
prepared, decorated cake.

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Fusing cultural diversity

Sustainable Textiles

Designing for a Cause

Designing for Me

In this unit, students identify the characteristics, techniques
and design features of two (or more) cultural groups. They
apply design thinking as they develop the design of a
product that fuses elements from two cultures and explore
how social, ethical and environmental issues influence the
design of a textile product for a particular purpose

In this unit, students investigate and make judgments on
ethical and sustainable textile use. They critically analyse
factors, including social, ethical and sustainability
considerations, that impact on designed solutions for global
preferred futures. Students will apply design thinking as
they develop a range of practical upcycled textile products
suitable.

In this unit, students investigate and make judgments on
how the characteristics and properties of materials, systems,
components, tools and equipment can be combined to
create designed solutions. They critically analyse factors,
including social, ethical and sustainability considerations,
that impact on designed solutions for a particular
community issue. Students will apply design thinking skills
as they design and make a solution that addresses a realworld need or opportunity by combining characteristics and
properties of materials and technologies. This will require

In this unit, students investigate and make judgments on
how the characteristics and properties of materials, systems,
components, tools and equipment can be combined to
create designed solutions. They critically analyse factors,
including social, ethical and sustainability considerations,
that impact on designed solutions for global preferred
futures.
Students will apply design thinking as they design and make
a solution that addresses a real-world need or opportunity
by combining characteristics and properties of materials and
technologies.

thinking around suitability for purpose, laundry
requirements, aesthetics, available materials and resources.

INDUSTRIAL
MANUFACTURING

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

GRAPHICAL DESIGN TECHNOLOGIES

Assessment Instrument 1
PROJECT
Cushion cover
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Assessment Instrument 1
PROJECT
Recycled Denim

Assessment Instrument 1
PROJECT
Breast Cancer Drainage Bags
Alternate Project – Oncology Caps
Boomerang Bags

Assessment Instrument 1
PROJECT
Any design problem

Unit 3

Unit 4

Sustainability – Ergonomics

Human Centred Design – South Bank

This unit follows on from the work in Year 9, with a focus on Sustainably approaching design. Students have been given a
variety of assessment techniques to explore social, economic and ecological sustainability in design. Students will also be
introduced to the concept of preferred futures, and stakeholders when they design a laser cut leather artefact.

In this unit students will be introduced to current trends in architecture, focusing on Pop Up Shops and their impact on
urban planning and infrastructure. This will require students to design and prototype a pop up shop to sit within the given
locations in the South Bank Parklands.

Assessment Instrument 1

Assessment Instrument 1
Critique - Students will participate in a Site visit to Southbank, and collaboratively analyse the site and existing
factors that may affect future development in the area. Students will work in groups to produce an oral
presentation to present findings.
Assessment Instrument 2
Design Folio - Students will work individually to building on knowledge from Task one to develop a Product,
Service or Environment that will suit Southbank. They will be create a criteria for success based on the
Stakeholders that use the site.
Assessment Instrument 3
Exam - Students will have 2 lessons (2 hours) to respond to a design question under exam conditions. They will
be given 1 page of A3 stimulus during the exam time. They will need to complete 2 A3 pages. They will be asked
to draw on skills they have learnt in Unit 2 and design an service for specified stakeholders.

Design Folio - Students to take part in an excursion to the Brisbane CBD where they will start to implement sketching
techniques, as well as evaluation and reflection tools. They will learn how to use A3 Journals.
Assessment Instrument 2
Critique - Students to be introduced to the topic of Ergonomics in Design. They will implement mock model techniques to
explore design development and present their design concept as an interactive Critique.
Assessment Instrument 3
Design Folio - Students design, prototype and evaluate a leather wallet created using Adobe Illustrator and the Laser Cutter.
Students to complete a Design Folio and use presentation techniques to evaluate their criteria for success.
Assessment Instrument 4
Exam - Students will have 2 lessons (2 hours) to respond to a design question under exam conditions. They will be given 1
page of A3 stimulus during the exam time. They will need to complete 2 A3 pages. They will be asked to draw on skills they
have learnt in Unit 1.

Unit 1

Unit 2

CAPTCHA-ing Data

Game Design

Students will use various online communication forums to discuss and develop techniques for acquiring storing and
validating quantitative and qualitative data from a range of sources.
Students will gather and manipulate data in a database, analyse and extract information, evaluate the data and report on
findings. Database will be password protected and some data will be hidden for security purposes

Students plan and manage the development of a video game. They develop this game using an iterative and
collaborative approach, whereby they evaluate the user experience and algorithms based on testing and peer
feedback online.
They define and decompose the game's requirements based on the functional and non-functional needs of the client.
The game is designed by implementing modular programs using an object-oriented programming language.

Assessment Instrument 1
Discussion Forum and Reflective Podcast
Assessment Instrument 2
Data Base – process and production skills

Assessment Instrument 1
Software Development Cycle and game code

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Kitchen Utensil - BBQ Spatula

Stacked Drawers

Baby Hacksaw

Gasless MIG Welded Sculpture

Students will conduct research, develop and produce the set
project of kitchen utensil to demonstrate the new skills they
have learnt throughout the set time. It is a progressive task
and show through the development of the project step-bystep.

In this unit, student will extend their knowledge of
understanding and digital technology skills in Adobe
Illustrator. They will explore the new technology in lasercutting and the changes it has made to today’s society.
Student will extend their practical ability to construct their
project in a safely workshop environment.

In this unit, students will create a mini version of hacksaw
that will be convenience for cutting up small sheet metal,
timber and plastic This is an introductory unit to Industrial
Technology Skills.

This unit is an introduction to welding. Students will use a
Gasless-MiG to design and construct a sculpture using scrap
metal.

STEM

Assessment Instrument 1
Project - Kitchen Utensil

Assessment Instrument 1
Project – Stacked Drawers

Assessment Instrument 1
Project – Baby Hacksaw

Assessment Instrument 1
Project – Baby Hacksaw

Assessment Instrument 2
Design Folio - Kitchen Utensil

Assessment Instrument 2
Design Folio – Stacked Drawers

Assessment Instrument 2
Design Folio – Baby Hacksaw

Assessment Instrument 2
Design Folio – Welded Scup

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Skywalker Prototype 2.0

Eye in the Sky

Breaking Bad

Sole Survivor

In this unit students will be introduced to humanoid robotic
systems, there current uses and the future requirements of
this technology. This will require students to design a
humanoid glove that can be applied and adapted to a variety
of scenarios including virtual reality and physical
rehabilitation therapy.

In this unit students will be introduced to drones, there
current uses and the future demands of this growing
technology. They will be required to design a system that
will allow for the safe transport of an identified future need
from one point to another using this drone technology

In this unit students will be introduced to two new concepts,
forensic science and molecular gastronomy. Students will be
given the skills to analyse a pre-set crime scene and combine
all evidence to solve the scenario, and then apply similar
chemistry skills to experiment with the chemical
composition of everyday food ingredients

In this unit students will be reintroduced into future focused
design, in particular post-apocalyptic scenarios. Students will
be required to pick scenario, identify the challenges to
overcome and how to survive in this new world. This would
require thinking around food and water production, travel
and shelter from the available materials and resources.

Assessment Instrument 1
Students design, construct and evaluate a humanoid robotic
hand that could be adapted to different needs

Assessment Instrument 1
Students design, construct and evaluate a floatation device
that is attached to an existing drone.

Assessment Instrument 1
Students will be required to apply forensic knowledge to
solve a predetermined crime scene
Assessment Instrument 2
Students will be required to apply molecular gastronomy to
different ingredients

Assessment Instrument 1
Students research, plan and implement a strategy to safely
survive a post-apocalyptic scenario

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
TECHNOLOGIES

Unit 1

Unit 2

C02 Dragster

Speaker

In this unit students will be introduced to the competitive
world of C02 Dragster racing. Students will design, construct
and customise their dragster before a nail biting round of
knockout racing. Only 1 dragster will be crowned the winner.

This unit will build on the electrical wiring and soldering skills
from grade 9. Students will have a kit speaker to wire up
before customising their timber case for their speaker.

Assessment Instrument 1
Project – C02 Dragster
Assessment Instrument 2
Design Folio –C02 Dragster

Unit 3

Unit 4

Rube Goldberg Machine

Windmill

IN this unit, student will work in teams to produce a Rube
Goldberg Machine. They will use the 6 machines to construct
a marble run down a peg board. Students will need to
purchase their equipment on an excursion to Reverse
Garbage.

Following on from the Sustainability lessons learn in unit 3
student will design and construct a windmill using late
techniques, wiring and soldering as well as blade design to
produce a working windmill.

Assessment Instrument 1
Project – Speaker

Assessment Instrument 1
Project – Rube Goldberg Machine

Assessment Instrument 1
Project – Wind Mill

Assessment Instrument 2
Design Folio – Speaker

Assessment Instrument 2
Design Folio – Rube Goldberg Machine

Assessment Instrument 2
Design Folio – Wind Mill
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